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INVENTOR'S NOTE

Ever since we wanted to make a difference. Not just a 
small change which is difficult enough. It was always 

the goal to come up with a technology which has the 
power to make a global influence on the current fright
ening volumes of pollution. Being in the dyeing industry 
for over 38 years we have seen a lot. In addition to the 
main goal of protecting the environment, the employees 
involved were also in our minds during the development. 
These people are exposed to the prevailing circum
stances and have to deal with tremendous health  
hazards.  
 
So it was about time to come up with our masterpiece.   
 
The brand SmartIndigo™ stands for an industrially prov
en technology, which will make a difference by bringing a 
rudimentary change to the global denim dyeing industry. 
But it does not stop with the producers, as denim brands 
and endconsumers involve themselves collectively in a 
positive way. We are all on a very interesting journey of 
making a real change. 
 
Denim has made statements for decades and it’s about to 
add one more.

6 PIONEERS IN DENIM 
DYEING
INTERVIEW WITH BRUNO 
FROM ITALDENIM, ITALY

Herbert Guebeli & David Crettenand  
Inventors of SmartIndigo™
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During one year over 15 billion meters of denim fabric 
are produced. Most of the production takes place in 

countries like China (52%), India & Pakistan (15%),  
Mexico & Brazil (13%), Europe & Turkey & Middle East 
(7%), USA & Canada (4%), rest of the world (9%).  
 
The demand for denim continues to grow, with each of  
us already owning four or more denim fashion items.  
66’000 tons of indigo powder is needed to produce  
15 billion meters of denim fabrics to different shades of 
blue. The famous blue indigo is a powder which needs 
hazardous chemicals to make it water soluble for the  
dyeing process.  
After dyeing, tons of wastewater containing these chemi
cals is discharged into the environment often without 
treatment. The excessive damages caused by those 
chemicals and heavy metals, like cadmium, chromium, 
mercury, lead, and copper are harmful to humans, ani
mals and the environment.  
Furthermore chemicals left on the denim fabrics af
ter industrial washing can still effect our skin. Imagine 
wearing denims which are contaminated with chemicals! 
The denim dyeing process is one of the major pollution 
problems within the textile industry.  
 
Time for a change.

SmartIndigo™ will resolve these issues. This Swiss  
invention which utilises a 100yearold discovery  
(A. Brochet, 1917) becomes reality. Tons of leucoindigo 
can be produced without chemicals.   

SMART-INDIGO™

BECAUSE IT MAKES A DIFFERENCE

“Smart LeucoIndigo” is produced in an electrochemical 
process consuming considerably fewer resources than 
existing methods. Using only indigo pigment, caustic 
soda, water and electricity. This technology is the most 
environmentally friendly process to dye denim.  
SmartIndigo™ is a global innovation and will markedly 
reduce the ecological footprint.

Behind this technology are experienced specialists in 
the dyeing and finishing industry. Located in Switzer

land, represented globally, with established and innova
tive products selling all over the world. 
Time to market for this development, replacing chemi
cals with electricity was 5 years in the making. Two years 
longer than originally planned “-Nothing good comes 
easy- kept us awake more than once through desperate 
nights.” Mr. Herbert Guebeli, managing director says. 
This resulting clean technology now speaks for itself.  
It makes a difference.

Source: Survey 2015, SavioGroup
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Smart-Indigo™

 High sustainability

 Reduced health hazards

 Savings in wastewater treatment and energy

 Better colour consistency and performance

 More ecological and economical

 Easy to handle and more efficient



Bruno, you and your team have been setting stand-
ards for the sustainable production of jeans fabric 

for years. What is your vision, which gives you the 
strength to keep on walking this bumpy road? 
This is the only way to go if we bother about our future. 
Big organizations give us already the example and in a 
fast fashion world and global economy, things can quickly 
change (for the better). Consciousness is indeed a realis
tic goal that should and can be reached.

 
With the combination of the Smart-Indigo™ dyeing 
process and the Kitotex® wastewater treatment, you 
have become the benchmark for denim producers in 
fulfilling the standards for the Greenpeace Detox label. 
What does this mean to you? 
It’s a great honour to be on the same guideline of Green
peace and this gave us the right energy to boost the 
developments for the right direction. It’s not easy to find 
alternatives in a closed market but Kitotex® and Smart  
Indigo™ were the perfect products to finalize the  
process. Thanks to them we are since 2014 a detox 
supplier.

Do you believe in the Smart-Indigo™ revolution, will 
the producers, customers and the brands take action on 
the global footprint like you do with Italdenim? 
As the project is so well balanced in terms of costing, 
there can be no doubt that also the right financial struc
ture of a project like this must be interesting and will take 
off, firstly for sustainable reasons, secondly because of 
cost saving!

There are different companies and names calling their 
denim dyeing process most sustainable. As an expert, 
you know it better. Which facts have to be compared?
For us it’s all about LESS! Less energy, less water and 
moreover less (hazardous) chemicals.

What are we (the Italdenim and Smart-Indigo™ team) 
going to do if we have reached our goal and made a real 
change in the global footprint?
Celebrate at our favorite fish restaurant in the centre 
of Milan, ordering that one bottle of wine that we have 
been talking about and spending one of those nights you 
remember years later, having a smile on the face…

Bruno Van den Weghe  
Sales Director of Italdenim

PIONEERS IN DENIM DYEING 
INTERVIEW WITH BRUNO FROM ITALDENIM, ITALY

Italdenim was founded in 1974 in the area of Milano, 
Italy.

Today the two Italdenim plants cover a surface of 60.000 
square meters, entirely dedicated to the production of 
denim hosting all manufacturing phases: spinning,  
weaving, dyeing and finishing. 

Italdenim subscribed 2014 the DETOX Commitment  
Protocol, which made them the first denim manufactur
ers in the world to join it.

The DETOX Commitment Protocol involves the elimina
tion of chemicals listed as toxic and dangerous, in all 
phases of production, from yarn dyeing and sizing, up to 
the fabric washing process.
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Textile industry: It is still difficult for the endconsumer to 
have a clear overview of the procedures within the fash
ion industry. As the production of a simple tshirt includes 
already several complex steps which are even spread 
over different countries. But also within this branch more 
and more efforts are made to realize projects and inven
tions towards sustainability and transparency. To name 
only two out of many strong movements within the textile 
industry: ZDHC, The Zero Discharge of Hazardous  
Chemicals (www.roadmaptozero.com) or the wellknown  
Greenpeace Detox campaign (www.greenpeace.org) 
where companies and brands commit themselves to 
follow the agreed standards for sustainability. 
 
Smart-Indigo™: The denim industry is one of the major 
contributors to the pollution problems within the fashion 
business. And if we look at the size of this one section 
we realize how large the difference will be if the dyeing 
process of denim items is handled without the hazard
ous chemicals. So we call on everyone to be with us and 
produce, design and wear smartindigodenim’s.

Strong consumer demands: The change is clearly 
noticeable. More and more people are interested and 

keen to get more information about how their daily items 
are produced and the processes behind them. Trends, 
such as the “ZeroWaste Movement”, buying locally and 
seasonally directly from farmers, the “proenvironment” 
votes for sustainable energy and the rapidly growing de
mand for organic food. These trends are not just the hype 
of a few, it’s also recorded in current published statistics.

DENIM DYER PIONEERS 
INTERVIEW WITH BRUNO FROM PUREDENIM, ITALY

Brand understanding: A brand is built by social appeal. 
Any kind of enterprise – B2C as well as B2B – can 

build social magnetism and become an attractive and 
popular brand. A brand is the maximum concentrated 
expression of entrepreneurial excellence for the creation 
of confidence, attraction and orientation. Accordingly, 
the goal of a brand is to strengthen customer awareness 
for its specialty and also to secure profit margins and 
sustained growth for the enterprise. The brands that 
manage to reach the number one position in the market 
are tomorrow’s winners. 

Challenge for a brand: Farreaching and sustained 
trends present new challenges to brands. Trends are the 
breeding ground for selfsimilar development. Today’s 
consumers are critical, intelligent and know how to find 
information. The views of «Generation Global» differ from 
those of previous generations. The underlying values are 
of prime importance for brand management. This genera
tion thinks and feels largely cosmopolitan. It stands for 
a fundamental change in values which is complex and 
versatile. Essentially, however, it is a matter of rediscov
ering a mindful approach to the environment and fellow 
human beings. It is essential to convince and win over 
the «Generation Global».

Chances for a brand: We are at the centre of a paradigm 
shift. More and more people go for ethically and eco
logically sound products  every PR and marketing lie is 
detected through increasing transparency. Brands that 
are aware that they increase their economic profit in the 
long run when they also solve social issues. Preserving 
the livelihoods of future generations will not only draw a 
single benefit but a threefold win: People. Planet. Profit. 
This higher level of awareness is the prerequisite for a 
mindful and valueoriented brand and company manage
ment as well as for a longterm success. «Good Busi
ness» as success driver.

Smart-Indigo™ and Denim brands: For Denim brands, a 
cooperation with SmartIndigo™ offers a huge potential. 
On the one hand, it is a really disruptive innovation, on 
the other hand, the complete Denim value chain can be 
implemented resource and environmentfriendly. New 
markets and target groups can be opened up. Denim 
brands producing according to the SmartIndigo™ pro
cess and proving this with a SmartIndigo™ label will be 
perceived by consumers as more credible and will help to 
shape new environmental awareness. 

THE STORY BEHIND
BRANDS ARE GETTING INVOLVED

A NEW GLOBAL MINDSET
CONSUMER DEMANDS

WRITTEN BY THE MANAGING DIRECTOR OF SMART-INDIGO™BRAND CULTURE EXCLUSIVELY FOR SMART-INDIGO™

Dejan Popovic 
Founder of Brand Culture

Herbert Guebeli  
Managing director of SmartIndigo™

Influence on brands and pro-
ducers: This new mindset for 
sustainability is a very strong 
instrument to influence the de
velopment of the future global 
footprint. Each purchase is a 
signal, as brands and produc
ers adapted their supply based 
on the demands. To see the 
development of this growing 
awareness for our planet is just 
fantastic. It seems like that the 
people have understood their 
power of making a difference.
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http://www.roadmaptozero.com
http://www.greenpeace.org/international/en/campaigns/detox/
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SEDO ENGINEERING SA 
Rue du Village 7

CH1908 Riddes VS
Switzerland

 +41 27 306 80 80 
info@smartindigo.com
www.smartindigo.com

...BE WITH US
CHANGE NEEDS CHARACTER

Each of us has an environmental responsibility when 
purchasing items. Together we are the pioneers who 

will change our world into a smarter place. A place where 
products are produced with respect to our planet and 
fashion that shows off your look and your character.  
Because YOU make the difference! 
 
STAND UP FOR THE PLANET.  
MAKE YOUR STYLE A STATEMENT

mailto:info%40smartindigo.com%20?subject=
http://www.smartindigo.com

